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PRESS RELEASE   

Amsterdam welcomes the first 
Dolby Atmos Premier Studio of 

The Netherlands at 
STMPD recording studios 

 
 
Thursday June 18th, 2020 
 
Amsterdam has welcomed its first Dolby Atmos Premier Studio of The 
Netherlands at STMPD recording studios. This brings the total number to nine 
worldwide, with only two other Dolby Atmos Premier Studios located within the EU. 
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Acquired by Dutch DJ/producer Martin Garrix in 2017, STMPD recording studios has 
received a spectacular upgrade over the past three years. The Mix Stage, a separate 
studio for cinema mixing, has also received a complete renovation.  
 
In designing and building the 135m2 Dolby Atmos Premier Studio, no compromises 
were made, positioning STMPD recording studios at the utmost forefront of the industry. 
The Mix Stage, which has been awarded with the highest Dolby Atmos certification, 
brings the total of studios for STMPD recording studios to eight. STMPD recording studios 
aims to facilitate the most ambitious production companies, directors, sound designers 
and re-recording mixers with a mixing facility that meets the highest and latest industry 
standards. 
 
To meet the Dolby Atmos Premier requirements, 51 of the latest generation Alcons pro-
ribbon loudspeakers and 14 Alcons Sentinel amplified loudspeaker controllers have been 
installed. All speakers feature the same pro-ribbon HF driver technology which makes the 
stage excellent for immersive audio. The Avid S6 console controlling multiple 
workstations gives the power and flexibility required to handle projects of all sizes. 
Furthermore, the studio is designed in such a way that additional workstations can 
seamlessly be connected to the AV infrastructure. 
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For reference picture quality, STMPD recording studios has installed a Sony SRX-R510P 4K DCI 
projector, and an acoustically transparent woven Severtson SAT-4K projection screen - making 
the Mix Stage perfect for screenings and viewing sessions as well. The high-end acoustic design 
by Pinna Acoustics not only gives the Mix Stage its excellent sonic performance, but also gives 
the Mix Stage the unique and relaxed vibe you can expect from the STMPD brand. 
 
With a team of professionals with an endless passion, Garrix has taken over the famous FC 
Walvisch studios in 2017, renaming it STMPD recording studios. His vision was to create a safe 
hub where creatives from all over the world can come together. The perfection he strives for when 
it comes to his music and live shows has also been translated into the renovation of the studio. 
To read more about the renovation of the studio click here. 
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DOLBY ATMOS PREMIER CERTIFIED STUDIO 
Dolby Atmos Premier Studio Certification is Dolby’s highest certification for technical 
excellence of a dubbing stage. The certification entails room acoustics, equipment 
selection, installation standards and merge synchronization precision. Skill and 
experience are also measured and evaluated as part of the certification process. 

 
Film Production Incentive Cash Rebate 
International clients can apply for The Netherlands Film Fund Production Incentive, 
offering a cash rebate up to 35% on production costs spent on parties that are subject 
to Dutch taxation for feature films, feature-length documentaries, feature-length 
animated films and 30% for high-end TV drama, documentaries and animation series 
and single episodes in The Netherlands. 
 
About STMPD recording studios 
Acquired by Dutch DJ/producer Martin Garrix in 2017, STMPD recording studios has 
received a spectacular upgrade over the past three years. The outside of the building 
might not give away much, but once you step inside you are welcomed by a homely 
feeling in a state-of-the-art studio complex. An inviting space where creatives from 
various disciplines, whether it’s music, film or advertising, can work optimally with the 
endless possibilities the several studios offer, making it the most advanced studio 
complex in The Netherlands. 
 
The end result of the renovation perfectly fits STMPD recording studios’ mission of 
offering its customers the highest quality in every aspect. Always wanting to take things 
to the next level, 3 brand new studios were realized in addition to the renovation of the 5 
existing studios. During the renovation, each space was given its own style in 
appearance and equipment. The studios are designed as a perfect mix between 
traditional quality and standards, and today’s production workflows. STMPD recording 
studios provide audio services which include re-recording mixing, ADR, sound design 
and music composition for film, high-profile series, commercials and documentaries. 
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The studio has already welcomed numerous international artists such as Big Sean, One 
Republic, Yungblud, Young Thug, David Guetta and Drea Dury. Additionally, the client 
list includes Netflix, ABC, CBS, various film production companies, broadcasters and 
national and international advertising agencies. 

Conveniently and discretely located, the studio is easily accessible in just 20 minutes 
from Schiphol airport and only 10 minutes from the city center. 
 
For more information and bookings please visit:  
https://www.stmpdstudios.com/contact or email contact@stmpdstudios.com 
 
 

 
 
 
 


